Abstract. Navigated and robotized Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is advancing forward in research and treatment. MRI-scans or other medical image data are typically used as navigation source. Unfortunately, scanning time is always short and expensive. For many TMSapplications the underlying brain topology is not necessarily needed. Therefore, we generate the subject's head contour for a precise stimulation from 3D laser scans. We use the PowerCrust algorithm generating a smooth contour from laser surface points. The mean error found was 0.289 with an RMS error of 0.358 mm and a maximum error of 0.984 mm comparing MRI-scan to laser scan for a head phantom . Currently, we are working successfully with head contours based on 3D laser scans for two ongoing TMS studies. During these TMS-experiments, the overall error found for the robotized TMS system using laser scans was < 5 mm. With new and faster laser technologies, it will be possible to use laser scans as navigation source and for direct head tracking during stimulation when scanner become real time capable.
Introduction
The aim of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is to stimulate the brain non-invasively and painlessly using a magnetic coil on top of the patient's head. Besides usage as a diagnostic tool, TMS is used as a treatment attempt in different neurological diseases, e.g. depression, chronic tinnitus or chronic pain [1] . For TMS, navigated stimulation has become state-of-the-art, at least in research, and is available in many TMS systems [2] . Mostly, (f)MRI-scans are used as navigation source. Unfortunately, MRI-scans are expansive and scanning time is often short. Robotized systems for TMS are advancing forward and are claimed more and more for exact stimulation [3] . For the robotized TMS system, a magnetic coil is placed directly on top of a patient's head by the robot being able to induce an electric current in a predefined region of the brain [4] .
For treatment attempts of neurological disorders like tinnitus or schizophrenia, the stimulation point is selected mostly based on fMRI information. Moreover, for brain mapping purposes the underlying brain structure is essential for successful and meaningful investigations. For many other TMS applications the underlying brain topology is not necessarily required: For research applications and investigations, a hot spot search is performed finding an optimal stimulation point for each single subject by measuring the motor evoked potentials (MEPs) of a specific muscle. Underlying brain structure is not needed for this purpose [5] . Instead, it is more important to stimulate precisely at the hot spot and to reaccess the hot spot in different trials or days.
As MRI-scanner time is often hard to access and expensive, we propose usage of 3D laser scanner to obtain a precise three dimensional contour of the subject's head that can be used for navigated and robotized TMS. Compared to MRI scanner, laser scanner are easy to use and affordable. These systems are well established in medical applications. Previous investigations have shown that 3D laser scanner are suitable for 3D recordings of the human face [6] . Thus, 3D laser systems could be used to generate a complete 3D surface of the head. We evaluate the generated contour by laser scans by comparison with an MRI-scan and with manual head contour generation. Additionally, we present exemplarily the application in ongoing TMS investigations with the robotized system.
Materials and Methods

Hardware Setup
We use a GALAXY laser system (LAP GmbH Laser Applikationen, Lüneb-urg, Germany) for head scanning and a human head phantom for testing. The GALAXY laser scanner has a scan volume of 670 − 800 × 950 − 1300 × 490 − 600mm 3 . The scanning time depends on the resolution and on the size of scanning volume. The time needed to perform one scan is in the range of 1 − 5 s. With a reduced resolution and in real time mode, the laser system can reach a scanning frequency up to 5 Hz. The scanner has a repeatability of < 0.1 mm and an accuracy in the acquired patient position of < 1 mm. The resolution in the measurement axis of the laser scanner is specified with 0.2 mm for the yand z-axis, and 0.5 mm for the x-axis [7] .
Head Scanning & Contour Generation
A high resolution laser scan of a human head consists of ≈ 9000 surface points. The resulting laser image is shown in Figure 1(a) . In Figure 1 (b) the single data points are visualized. A smooth head contour of single data points representing the head is generated with the PowerCrust algorithm [8] . Figure 1(d) shows the generated contour of the head phantom. In Figure 1 (c) the contour is illustrated with the underlying data points. Hair is a critical issue as hair absorbs laser light. Therefore, we use white swimming caps that are tight-fitting to the head. Note that this cap is only needed for laser scan acquisition. In contrast, MRI head contour is generated using edge detection extracting the head surface in the MRI images.
Results
Comparison to MRI Scans
We used a head phantom to compare head contour generated by 3D laser scans with head contour generated from MRI-scan. Therefore, we estimated the distance from every data point of laser scan to MRI head contour. Ten different head phantom positions and scans were used. The mean error found was 0.289 mm with an RMS error of 0.358 mm and a maximum error of 0.984 mm. Roughly, 10 − 15 % of data points had to be excluded due to noise and deflections, having still 6000 − 8000 data points for matching. Figure 2a illustrates a laser scan overlaying the MRI head contour. 
Comparison to Manual Contour Generation
A Pointer tracked by a Polaris Spectra stereo optic infrared tracking camera (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) can be used to generate a manual head contour. For this purpose, the pointer is continuously tracked while moved on the head surface. Typically, with this method 500 − 1000 surface points are collected. Using again the PowerCrust algorithm [8] a head contour can be generated. Figure 2b visualizes the inexactness of manual head generation compared to 3D laser scans.
Usage in TMS Studies
Currently, we are successfully using head contours based on 3D laser scans for two ongoing TMS studies with 20 subjects, so far.For both the studies, motor cortex mapping has to be performed. A stimulation hot spot for right foot and for left hand are identified for the first and second experiment, respectively. Once the hot spot is found, the coil will be positioned exactly at the hot spot again for stimulation. Figure 3 shows motor cortex mapping results for two subjects. During these TMS-experiments, we found that the overall error of the robotized system using laser scans is < 5 mm. This was measured as the maximum distance between coil and head. Note that robot-tracking calibration, coil and head registration, and hair influence the accuracy besides the laser scan.
Discussion
We have shown that 3D laser scans of the head can be used as a navigation source for TMS when no medical image data is on hand. Instead of a manual head contour generation, where the data is collected with a pointer, it is more precise and appropriate to the head due to the fact that the laser scan consists of a magnitude more points compared to a manual head contour.
Our ongoing clinical trials have practically proven that 3D laser scans are sufficient for application in navigated and robotized TMS systems. For a later evaluation, registration of laser scans with acquired measurements to medical images is possible.
When data acquisition of 3D laser scans becomes real-time capable with new technologies, it will be possible to use laser scans as navigation source and for direct head tracking during stimulation [9] . This would speed up the whole process and increase the acceptance of the system in clinical workflow as subjects could be stimulated without any data preparation or registration.
